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Abstract—Developers rely on software logs for a variety of tasks, such as debugging, testing, program comprehension, verification, and performance analysis. Despite the importance of logs, prior studies show that there is no industrial standard on how to write logging statements. In this paper, we focus on studying duplicate logging statements, which are logging statements that have the same static text message. Such duplications in the text message are potential indications of logging code smells, which may affect developers’ understanding of the dynamic view of the system. We manually studied over 4K duplicate logging statements and their surrounding code in five large-scale open source systems: Hadoop, CloudStack, Elasticsearch, Cassandra, and Flink. We uncovered five patterns of duplicate logging code smells. For each instance of the duplicate logging code smell, we further manually identify the potentially problematic (i.e., require fixes) and justifiable (i.e., do not require fixes) cases. Then, we contact developers to verify our manual study result. We integrated our manual study result and developers’ feedback into our automated static analysis tool, DLFinder, which automatically detects problematic duplicate logging code smells. We evaluated DLFinder on the five manually studied systems and three additional systems: Camel, Kafka and Wicket. In total, combining the results of DLFinder and our manual analysis, we reported 91 problematic duplicate logging code smell instances to developers and all of them have been fixed. We further study the relationship between duplicate logging statements, including the problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells, and code clones. We find that 83% of the duplicate logging code smell instances reside in cloned code, but 17% of them reside in micro-clones that are difficult to detect using automated clone detection tools. We also find that more than half of the duplicate logging statements reside in cloned code snippets, and a large portion of them reside in very short code blocks which may not be effectively detected by existing code clone detection tools. Our study shows that, in addition to general source code that implements the business logic, code clones may also result in bad logging practices that could increase maintenance difficulties.

Index Terms—log, code smell, duplicate log, code clone, static analysis, empirical study.

1 INTRODUCTION

Software logs are widely used in software systems to record system execution behaviors. Developers use the generated logs to assist in various tasks, such as debugging [1]–[6], testing [7]–[10], program comprehension [11], [12], system verification [13], [14], and performance analysis [15], [16]. A logging statement (i.e., code that generates a log) contains a static message, to-be-recorded variables, and log verbosity level. For example, in the logging statement: logger.error("Interrupted while waiting for fencing command: " + cmd), the static text message is "Interrupted while waiting for fencing command: ", and the dynamic message is from the variable cmd, which records the command that is being executed. The logging statement is at the error level, which is the level for recording failed operations [17].

Even though developers have been analyzing logs for decades [18], there exists no industrial standard on how to write logging statements [3], [19]. Prior studies often focus on recommending where logging statements should be added into the code (i.e., where-to-log) [20]–[23], and what information should be added in logging statements (i.e., what-to-log) [1], [12], [24], [25]. A few recent studies [26], [27] aim to detect potential problems in logging statements. However, these studies often only consider the appropriateness of one single logging statement; while logs are typically analyzed in sequences or clusters [1], [15]. In other words, we consider that the appropriateness of a log is also influenced by other logs that are generated in system execution.

In particular, an intuitive case of such influence is duplicate logs, i.e., multiple logs that have the same text message. Even though each log itself may be impeccable, duplicate logs, in some occasions, may affect developers’ understanding of the dynamic view of the system. For example, as shown in Figure 1, there are two logging statements in two different catch blocks, which are associated with the same try block. These two logging statements have the same static text message and do not include any other error-diagnostic information. Thus, developers cannot easily distinguish what is the occurred exception when analyzing the produced logs. Since developers rely on logs for debugging and program comprehension [12], such duplicate logging statements may negatively affect developers’ activities in maintenance and quality assurance.

To help developers improve logging practices, in this paper, we focus on studying duplicate logging statements in the source code. We conducted a manual study on five large-scale open source systems, namely Hadoop, CloudStack, ElasticSearch, Cassandra and Flink. We first used static analysis to identify all duplicate logging statements, which are defined as two or more logging statements that have the same static text message. We then manually study all
Duplicate logging code smells also exist in the additional systems, and duplicate logging code smells may be introduced over time. An automated approach such as DLFinder can help developers avoid duplicate logging code smells as systems evolve. In total, we reported 91 instances of duplicate logging code smell to developers and all the reported instances are fixed. Figure 2 shows the overall process of finding and detecting duplicate logging code smells.

We further investigate the relationship between the problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells and code clones. Intuitively, duplicate logging statements could be related to, or are even a consequence of code clones (e.g., logging statements can be copied along with other code since cloning is often performed hastily without much attention on the context [50]). The findings of our study may show other negative effect of code clones on logging statements and inspire future code clone and logging research. We combine both an automated code clone detection tool (i.e., NiCad [31]) and manual study on the eight studied systems to examine if the duplicate logging code smell instances reside in cloned code snippets. We find that 83% of the problematic duplicate logging code smell instances reside in cloned code snippets; however, 17% of the instances reside in very short code blocks that are difficult to detect using automated code detection tools.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We uncovered five patterns of duplicate logging code smells through an extensive manual study on over 4K duplicate logging statements.
- We presented a categorization of duplicate logging code smells (i.e., problematic or justifiable), based on both our manual analysis and developers’ feedback.
- We proposed DLFinder, a static analysis tool that integrates our manual study result and developers’ feedback to detect problematic duplicate logging code smells.
- We reported 91 instances of problematic duplicate logging code smells to developers (DLFinder is able to detect 81 of them), and all of them are fixed.
- We found that most of the problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells (83.0%) reside in cloned code snippets, which indicates that code clones may also result in bad logging practices that increase maintenance difficulties.
- We found that more than half of the duplicate logging statements reside in cloned code snippets, and a large portion of them reside in short code blocks (i.e., micro-clones) which are difficult to detect using existing code clone detection tools.
- We found that duplicate logging statements have a non-negligible impact on helping the detection of code clones. After removing them, from 25.0% to 47.1% of the cloned code snippets with duplicate logging statements can not be detected as cloned code snippets.
- We provided a replication package of our paper for future studies on logging code and code clones.

---

1. We share the data of this paper at: https://github.com/SPEAR-SE/Duplicate_Logs_Data
Our study provides an initial step on creating a logging guideline for developers to improve the quality of logging code. DLFinder is also able to detect duplicate logging code smells with high precision and recall. Future code clone studies should also consider other possible side effects of code clones (e.g., understanding system runtime behaviour), and may consider including information from other software artifacts (e.g., duplicate logging statements) to further improve clone detection results.

This work extends our previous work [32]. First, we add one more system to our manual study and extend our evaluation to include an additional system and compare our text-analysis-based algorithm on detecting inconsistently updated log messages with two baselines. We also add discussions on duplicate logging statements that do not belong to one of the uncovered smells. Second, we study the relationship between duplicate logging statements, including the problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells, and code clones. Finally, we investigate the potential impact between duplicate logging statements and code clones.

Paper organization. Section 2 describes data preparation and the studied systems. Section 3 discusses the process and the results of our manual study. Section 4 discusses the implementation details of DLFinder. Section 5 presents the case study results. Section 6 investigates the relationship between problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells and code clones. Section 7 investigates the relationship between duplicate logging statements and code clones, as well as the potential impact of duplicate logging statements on detecting code clones. Section 8 discusses the threats to validity of our study. Section 9 surveys related work. Section 10 concludes the paper. Appendix A discusses the false positive rate of the automated clone detection tool.

2 IDENTIFYING DUPLICATE LOGGING STATEMENTS FOR MANUAL STUDY

Definition and how to identify duplicate logging statements. We define duplicate logging statements as logging statements that have identical static text messages. We focus on studying the log message because such semantic information is crucial for log understanding and system maintenance [12], [33]. As an example, the two following logging statements are considered duplicate: “Unable to create a new ApplicationId in SubCluster” + subClusterId.getId(), and “Unable to create a new ApplicationId in SubCluster” + id.

To prepare for a manual study, we identify duplicate logging statements by analyzing the source code using static analysis. In particular, the static text message of each logging statement is built by concatenating all the strings (i.e., constants and values of string variables) and abstractions of the non-string variables. We also extract information to support the manual analysis, such as the types of variables that are logged, and the log level (i.e., fatal, error, warn, info, debug, or trace). Log levels can be used to reduce logging overheads in production (e.g., only record info and more severe levels) and may target different phases of software maintenance (e.g., debug logs may be used for debugging and info logs may provide information for general audience [33], [34]). If two or more logging statements have the same static text message, they are identified as duplicate logging statements.

3 PATTERNS OF DUPLICATE LOGGING CODE SMELLS

In this section, we conduct a manual study to investigate duplicate logging statements. Note that duplicate logging statements may not necessarily be a problem. Hence, our goal is to uncover patterns of potential code smells that may be associated with duplicate logging statements (i.e., duplicate logging code smells). Similar to prior code smell studies, we consider duplicate logging code smells as a “surface indication that usually corresponds to a deeper problem in the system” [28], [29]. Such duplicate logging code smells may be indications of logging problems that require fixes.

We categorize each duplicate logging code smell instance as either problematic (i.e., require fixes) or justifiable (i.e., do not require fixes), by understanding the surrounding code. Not every duplicate logging code smell is problematic. Intuitively, one needs to consider the code context to decide whether a code smell instance is problematic and requires fixes. As shown in prior studies [3], [20], [35], logging decisions, such as log messages and log levels, are often associated with the structure and semantics of the surrounding code. In addition to the manual analysis by the authors, we also ask for developers’ feedback regarding both the problematic and justifiable cases. By providing a more detailed understanding of code smells, we may better assist developers to improve logging practices and inspire future research.
Manual study process. We conduct a manual study by analyzing all the duplicate logging statements in the five studied systems. In total, we studied 1,371 sets of duplicate logging statements (more than 4K logging statements in total; each set contains two or more logging statements with the same static message). Specifically, we examine the four following criteria when studying the code snippets: 1) the generated log messages record incorrect information (i.e., the recorded method name is different from the method where the log message is generated), 2) the recorded information cannot be used to distinguish the occurred errors (e.g., to distinguish different exception types), 3) there are inconsistencies in terms of log levels or the recorded debugging information, and 4) the duplicated log message may need to be updated to ensure consistency (i.e., maintenance of logs).

The process of our manual study involves five phases:

**Phase I:** The first two authors manually studied 301 randomly sampled (based on 95% confidence level and 5% confidence interval [38]) sets of duplicate logging statements and the surrounding code to derive an initial list of duplicate logging code smell patterns. All disagreements were discussed until a consensus was reached.

**Phase II:** The first two authors independently categorized all of the 1,371 sets of duplicate logging statements to the derived patterns in Phase I. We did not find any new patterns in this phase. The results of this phase have a Cohens kappa of 0.811, which is a substantial-level of agreement [39].

**Phase III:** The first two authors discussed the categorization results obtained in Phase II. All disagreements were discussed until a consensus was reached.

**Phase IV:** The first two authors further studied all logging code smell instances that belong to each pattern to identify justifiable cases that may not need fixes. The instances that do not belong to the category of justifiable are considered potentially problematic and may require fixes.

**Phase V:** We verified both the problematic and justifiable instances of logging code smells with developers by creating pull requests, sending emails, or posting our findings on developers forums (e.g., Stack Overflow). We reported every instance that we believe to be problematic (i.e., require fixes), and reported a number of instances for each justifiable category.

**Results.** In total, we uncovered five patterns of duplicate logging code smells. Table 2 lists the uncovered code smell patterns and the corresponding examples. Table 3 shows the number of problematic instances (Prob.) verified by our manual study and developers’ feedback, number of instances of technical debt (Tech.), and total number of instances (Total) including non-problematic instances.

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>catch (final IllegalArgumentException e) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s_logger.error(&quot;\034[01m\034[092m\034[035mInitializing command \034[01m\034[092m\034[035m*\034[01m\034[092m\034[035m is not accessible!\034[01m\034[092m\034[035m&quot;;}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>catch (final IllegalArgumentException e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s_logger.error(&quot;\034[01m\034[092m\034[035mInitializing command \034[01m\034[092m\034[035m*\034[01m\034[092m\034[035m is not accessible!\034[01m\034[092m\034[035m&quot;;}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>public void add22222222() {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s_logger.error(&quot;Can not find the group! \034[01m\034[092m\034[035m*\034[01m\034[092m\034[035m is not accessible!\034[01m\034[092m\034[035m&quot;;}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>public class CreateForwardingRuleCmd {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>if (networkruleconflict.exception != null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s_logger.info(&quot;Network rule conflict: \034[01m\034[092m\034[035m*\034[01m\034[092m\034[035m is not accessible!\034[01m\034[092m\034[035m&quot;;}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>public class PowerShelfer extends Configured implements PerceptorMethod {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>setup (interrogatedException e) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s_logger.error(&quot;\034[01m\034[092m\034[035mCannot run before a node has joined the ring!\034[01m\034[092m\034[035m&quot;;}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudStack</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flink</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sometimes, duplicate logging statements in different catch blocks of the same try block may cause debugging difficulties since the logs fail to tell which exception occurred.

**Example.** As shown in Table 2 in the ParamProcessWorker class in CloudStack, the try block contains two catch blocks; however, the log messages in these two catch blocks are identical. Since both the exception message and stack trace are not logged, once one of the two exceptions occurs, developers may encounter difficulties in finding the root causes and determining the occurred exception.
**Code smell instances.** After examining all the instances of IC, we find that all of them are potentially problematic and require fixes. For all the instances of IC, none of the exception type, exception message, and stack trace are logged.

**Developers’ feedback.** We reported all the problematic instances of IC (15 instances), and all of them are fixed by adding more error diagnostic information (e.g., stack trace) into the logging statements. Developers agree that IC will cause confusion and insufficient information in the logs, which may increase the difficulties of error diagnostics.

**Pattern 2: Inconsistent error-diagnostic information (IE).**

**Description.** We find that sometimes duplicate logging statements for recording exceptions may contain inconsistent error-diagnostic information (e.g., one logging statement records the stack trace and the other does not), even though the surrounding code is similar.

**Example.** As shown in Table 2, the two classes in CloudStack: `CreatePortForwardingRuleCmd` and `CreateFirewallRuleCmd` have similar functionalities. The two logging statements have the same static text message and are in methods with identical names (i.e., `create()`, not shown due to space restriction). The `create()` method in `CreatePortForwardingRuleCmd` is about creating rules for port forwarding, and the method in `CreateFirewallRuleCmd` is about creating rules for firewalls. These two methods have very similar code structure and business logic. However, the two logging statements record different information: One records the stack trace information and the other one only records the exception message (i.e., `e.getMessage()`). Since the two logging statements have similar context, the error-diagnostic information recorded by the logs may need to be consistent for the ease of debugging. We reported this example, which is now fixed to have consistent error-diagnostic information.

**Code smell instances.** We find 25 instances of IE (Table 3), and six of them are considered problematic in our manual study. From the remaining instances of IE, we find three justifiable cases that may not require fixes.

**Justifiable case IE.1: Duplicate logging statements record general and specific exceptions.** For 11/25 instances of IE, we find that the duplicate logging statements are in the `catch` blocks of different types of exception. In particular, one duplicate logging statement is in the `catch` block of a generic exception (i.e., the `Exception` class in Java) and the other one is in the `catch` block of a more specific exception (e.g., application-specific exceptions such as `CloudRuntimeException`). In all of the 11 cases, we find that one log would record the stack trace for `Exception`, and the duplicate log would only record the type of the occurred exception (e.g., by calling `e.getMessage()`) for a more specific exception. The rationale may be that generic exceptions, once occurred, are often not expected by developers [40], so it is important that developers record more error-diagnostic information.

**Justifiable case IE.2: Duplicate logging statements are in the same catch block for debugging purposes.** For 6/25 instances of IE, the duplicate logging statements are in the same `catch` block and developers’ intention is to use a duplicate logging statement at `debug` level to record rich error-diagnostic information such as stack trace (and the log level of the other logging statement could be `error`). The extra logging statements at `debug` level help developers debug the occurred exception and reduce logging overhead in production [34].

**Justifiable case IE.3: Having separate error-handling classes.** For 2/25 instances, we find that the error-diagnostic information is handled by creating an object of an error-handling class. As an example from CloudStack:

```java
public final class LibvirtCreateCommandWrapper {
    ...
    } catch (final CloudRuntimeException e) {
        s_logger.debug("Failed to create volume: ", e.toString());
        return new CreateAnswerErrorHandler(command, e);
    }
    ...
}
```

In this example, extra logging is added by using error-handling classes (i.e., `CreateAnswerErrorHandler` and `CopyCmdAnswerErrorHandler`) to complement the logging statements. As a consequence, the `actual` logged information is consistent in these two methods: One method records `e.toString()` in the logging statement and records the exception variable `e` through an error-handling class; the other method records `e` in the logging statement and records `e.toString()` through an error-handling class.

**Developers’ feedback.** We reported all the six instances of IE that we consider problematic to developers, all of which are fixed. Moreover, we ask developers whether our conjecture was correct for each of the justifiable cases of IE. Developers confirmed our observation on the justifiable cases. They agreed that those cases are not problematic thus do not require fixes.

**Pattern 3: Log message mismatch (LM).**

**Description.** Sometimes after developers copy and paste a piece of code to another method or class, they may forget to change the log message. This results in having duplicate logging statements that record inaccurate system behaviors.

**Example.** As an example, in Table 2, the method `doScaleDown()` is a code clone of `doScaleUp()` with very similar code structure and minor syntactical differences. However, developers forgot to change the log message in `doScaleDown()`, after the code was copied from `doScaleUp()` (i.e., both log messages contain `scaling up`). Such instances of LM may cause confusion when developers analyze the logs.

**Code smell instances.** We find that there are 41 instances of LM that are caused by copying-and-pasting the logging statement to new locations without proper modifications. For all the 41 instances, the log message contains words of incorrect class or method name that may cause confusion when analyzing logs.

**Developers’ feedback.** Developers agree that the log messages in LM should be changed in order to correctly record the execution behavior (i.e., update the copy-and-pasted log message to contain the correct class/method name). We reported all the 41 instances of LM that we found and all of them are fixed.
Pattern 4: Inconsistent log level (IL).
Description. Log levels (e.g., fatal, error, info, debug, or trace) allow developers to specify the verbosity of the log message and to reduce logging overhead when needed [34]. A prior study [33] shows developers frequently modify log levels to find the most adequate level. We find that there are duplicate logging statements that, even though the log messages are exactly the same, the log levels are different.

Example. In the IL example shown in Table 2, the two methods, which are from the same class CompactionManager, have very similar functionality (i.e., both try to perform cleanup after compaction), but different log levels.

Code smell instances. We find three justifiable cases in IL that may be developers’ intended behavior. We do not find problematic instances of IL after communicating with developers – Developers think the problematic instances identified by our manual analysis may not be problems.

Justifiable case IL.1: Duplicate logging statements are in the catch blocks of different types of exception. Similar to what we observed in IE, we find that for 9/90 instances, the log level for a more generic exception is usually more severe (e.g., error level for the generic Java Exception and info level for an application-specific exception). Generic exceptions might be unexpected to developers [40], so developers may use a higher log level (e.g., error) to record exception messages.

Justifiable case IL.2: Duplicate logging statements are in different branches of the same method. There are 42/90 instances belong to this case. Below is an example from Elasticsearch, where a set of duplicate logging statements occur in the same method but in different branches.

```java
if (lifecycle.stoppedOrClosed()) {
    logger.trace("failed to send ping transport message", e);
} else {
    logger.warn("failed to send ping transport message", e);
}
```

In this case, developers already know the desired log level and intend to use different log levels due to the difference in execution (i.e., in the if-else block).

Justifiable case IL.3: Duplicate logging statements are followed by error-handling code. There are 19/90 instances that are observed to have such characteristics: In a set of duplicate logging statements, some statements have log levels of higher verbosity, and others have log levels of lower verbosity. However, the duplicate logging statement with lower verbosity log level is followed by additional error handling code (e.g., throw a new Exception(e)). Therefore, the error is handled elsewhere (i.e., the exception is re-thrown), and may be recorded at a higher-verbosity log level.

Developers’ feedback. In all the instances of IL that we found, developers think that IL may not be a problem. In particular, developers agreed with our analysis on the justifiable cases. However, developers think the problematic instances of IL from our manual analysis may also not be problems. We concluded the following two types of feedback from developers on the “suspect” instances of IL (i.e., 20 problematic ones from our manual analysis out of the 90 instances of IL). The first type of developers’ feedback argues the importance of semantics and usage scenario of logging in deciding the log level. A prior study [33] suggests that logging statements that appear in syntactically similar code, but with inconsistent log levels, are likely problematic. However, based on the developers’ feedback that we received, IL still may not be a concern, even if the duplicate logging statements reside in very similar code. A developer indicated that “conditions and messages are important but the context is even more important”. As an example, both of the two methods may display messages to users. One method may be displaying the message to local users with a debug logging statement to record failure messages. The other method may be displaying the message to remote users with an error logging statement to record failure messages (problems related to remote procedure calls may be more severe in distributed systems). Hence, even if the code is syntactically similar, the log level has a reason to be different due to the different semantics and purposes of the code (i.e., referred to as different contexts in developers’ responses). Our findings show that future studies should consider both the syntactic structure and semantics of the code when suggesting log levels.

The second type of developers’ feedback acknowledges the inconsistency. However, developers are reluctant to fix such inconsistencies since developers do not view them as concerns. For example, we reported the instance of IL in Table 2 to developers. A developer replied: “I think it should probably be an ERROR level, and I missed it in the review (could make an argument either way, I do not feel strongly that it should be ERROR level vs INFO level.” Our opinions (i.e., from us and prior studies [33], [34]) differ from that of developers’ regarding whether such inconsistencies are problematic. On one hand, whether an instance of IL is problematic or not can be subjective. This shows the importance of including perspectives from multiple parties (e.g., user studies or interviews) in future studies of software logging practice. On the other hand, the discrepancy also indicates the need of establishing a guidance for logging practice and further even enforcing such standard. In short, none of the IL instances that we manually identified are problematic based on developers’ feedback.

Pattern 5: Duplicate logging statements in polymorphism (DP).
Description. Classes in object-oriented languages are expected to share similar functionality if they inherit the same parent class or if they implement the same interface (i.e., polymorphism). Since log messages record a higher level abstraction of the program [12], we find that even though there are no clones among a parent method and its overridden methods, such methods may still contain duplicate logging statements. Such duplicate logging statements may cause maintenance overhead. For example, when developers update one log message, they may forget to update the log message in all the other sibling classes. Inconsistent log messages may cause problems during log analysis [27], [41].

Example. In Table 2 the two classes (PowerShellFencer and ShellCommandFencer) in Hadoop both extend the same parent class, implement the same interface, and share similar behaviors. The inherited methods in the two classes have identical log message. However, as the system evolves, developers may not always remember to keep the log messages consistent, which may cause problems during system
acknowledged the issue of DP, they do not want to ports from logging frameworks, even though developers. We find that without sup-

statements. Although the static messages are identical, the log messages are used to record a certain type of exception (e.g., the log message may be similar by coincidence (e.g., the field.getName())); generates the error text for that case: logger.error(notAccessible(“adding a method in the parent class that

specialized functionality), which may be the reason that developers use duplicate logging statements.

Developers’ feedback. Developers agree that DP is associated with logging code smells and specific refactoring techniques are needed. One developer comments that: “You want to care about the logging part of your code base in the same way as you do for business-logic code (one can argue it is part of it), so salute DRY (do-not-repeat-yourself).”

Based on developers’ feedback, DP is viewed more as technical debts [43], while resolving DP often requires systematic refactoring. However, to the best of our knowledge, current Java logging frameworks, such as SLF4J and Log4j 2, do not support the use of polymorphism in logging statements. Thus, we find that developers are more reluctant to fix DP. The way to resolve DP is to ensure that the log message of the parent class can be reused by the subclasses, e.g., storing the log message in a static constant variable. We received similar suggestions from developers on how to refactor DP, such as “adding a method in the parent class that generates the error text for that case: logger.error(notAccessible( field.getName()));”, or “creatin[1] your own Exception classes and put message details in them”. We find that without supports from logging frameworks, even though developers acknowledged the issue of DP, they do not want to manually fix the code smells. Similar to some code smells studied in prior research [44], [45], developers may be reluctant to fix DP due to additional maintenance overheads but limited supports (i.e., need to manually fix hundreds of DP instances). Therefore, we did not report all the instances of DP and refer to the instances of DP as technical debts, instead of problematic instances, in the rest of the paper. In short, logging frameworks should provide better support to developers in creating log “templates” that can be reused in different places in the code.

Discussions on duplicate logging statements that do not belong to one of the uncovered smells. In this paper, we focus on studying the problematic patterns of duplicate logging statements. However, we do not consider all duplicate logging statements as bad logging practice. For other duplicate logging statements that do not belong to the identified smells, we did not find evidence that they may cause confusion when analyzing logs. In most of the cases, the log message may be similar by coincidence (e.g., the log messages are used to record a certain type of exception message and stack trace). In some cases, we found that developers intentionally write duplicate logging statements with comments explaining the reasons. For example, some developers mentioned in the comment that the code snippet is copied from another class, and said the code should be refactored in the future. In some other cases, developers described the intention of the two duplicate logging statements. Although the static messages are identical, the comments are different, which shows that duplicate logging statements could have different intentions in different places. In such cases, duplicate logging statements may assist machine-learning based approaches to suggest where-to-log.

We manually uncovered five patterns of duplicate logging code smells. In total, our manual study helped developers fix 62 problematic duplicate logging code smells in the studied systems.

4 DLFinder: Automatically Detecting Problematic Duplicate Logging Code Smells

Section 3 uncovers five patterns of duplicate logging code smells, and provides guidance in identifying problematic logging code smells. To help developers detect such problematic code smells and improve logging practices, we propose an automated approach, specifically a static analysis tool, called DLFinder. DLFinder uses abstract syntax tree (AST) analysis, data flow analysis, and text analysis. Note that we exclude the detection result of IL (i.e., inconsistent log level) in this study, since based on the feedback from developers, none of the IL instances are problematic. Below, we discuss how DLFinder detects each of the four patterns of duplicate logging code smell (i.e., IC, IE, LM, and DP).

Detecting inadequate information in catch blocks (IC). DLFinder first locates the try-catch blocks that contain duplicate logging statements. Specifically, DLFinder finds the catch blocks of the same try block that catch different types of exceptions, and these catch blocks contain the same set of duplicate logging statements. Then, DLFinder uses data flow analysis to analyze whether the handled exceptions in the catch blocks are logged (e.g., record the exception message). DLFinder detects an instance of IC if none of the logging statements in the catch blocks record either the stack trace or the exception message.

Detecting inconsistent error-diagnostic information (IE). DLFinder first identifies all the catch blocks that contain duplicate logging statements. Then, for each catch block, DLFinder uses data flow analysis to determine how the exception is logged by analyzing the usage of the exception variable in the logging statement. Namely, the logging statement records 1) the entire stack trace, 2) only the exception message, or 3) nothing at all. Then, DLFinder compares how the exception variable is used/recorded in each of the duplicate logging statements. DLFinder detects an instance of IE if a set of duplicate logging statements that appear in catch blocks has an inconsistent way of recording the exception variables (e.g., the log in one catch block records the entire stack trace, and the log in another catch block records only the exception message, while the two catch blocks handle the same type of exception). Note that for each instance of IE, the multiple catch blocks with duplicate logging statements in the same set may belong to different try blocks. In addition, DLFinder decides if an instance of IE can be excluded if it belongs to one of the three justifiable cases (IE.1–IE.3) by checking the exception types, if the duplicate logging statements are in the same catch block, and if developers pass the exception variable to another method.
Detecting log message mismatch (LM). LM is about having an incorrect method or class name in the log message (e.g., due to copy-and-paste). Hence, DLFinder analyzes the text in both the log message and the class-method name (i.e., concatenation of class name and method name) to detect LM by applying commonly used text analysis approaches [46]. DLFinder detects instances of LM using four steps: 1) For each logging statement, DLFinder splits class-method name into a set of words (i.e., *name set*) and splits log message into a set of words (i.e., *log set*) by leveraging naming conventions (e.g., camel cases) and converting the words to lowercase. 2) DLFinder applies stemming on all the words using Porter Stemmer [47]. 3) DLFinder removes stop words in the log message. We find that there is a considerable number of words that are generic across the log messages in a system (e.g., on, with, and process). Hence, we obtain the stop words by finding the top 50 most frequent words (our studied systems has an average of 3,352 unique words in the static text messages) across all log messages in each system [48]. 4) For every logging statement, between the name set (i.e., from the class-method name) and its associated log set, DLFinder counts the number of common words shared by both sets. Afterward, DLFinder detects an instance of LM if the number of common words is inconsistent among the duplicate logging statements in one set. For the LM example shown in Table 2, the common words shared by the first pair (i.e., method `doScaleUp()` and its log) are “scale, up”, while the common word shared by the second pair is “scale”. Hence, DLFinder detects an LM instance due to this inconsistency. The rationale is that the number of common words between the class-method name and the associated logging statement is subject to change if developers make copy-and-paste errors on logging statements (e.g., copy the logging statement in `doScaleUp()` to method `doScaleDown()`), but forget to update the log message to match with the new method name “doScaleDown”. However, the number of common words will remain unchanged (i.e., no inconsistency) if the logging statement (after being pasted at a new location) is updated respectively.

Detecting duplicate logs in polymorphism (DP). DLFinder generates an object inheritance graph when statically analyzing the Java code. For each overridden method, DLFinder checks if there exist any duplicate logging statements in the corresponding method of the sibling and the parent class. If there exist such duplicate logging statements, DLFinder detects an instance of DP. Note that, based on the feedback that we received from developers (Section 3), we do not expect developers to fix instances of DP. DP can be viewed more as technical debts [43] and our goal is to propose an approach to detect DP to raise the awareness from the research community and developers regarding this issue.

5 Case Study Results

In this section, we conduct a case study to investigate the prevalence of duplicate logging code smells and evaluate DLFinder by answering three research questions. RQ1: How well can DLFinder detect duplicate logging code smells in the five manually studied systems?

Motivation. DLFinder was implemented based on the duplicate logging code smells uncovered from the manually studied systems (i.e., IC, IE, LM, and DP). Since we obtain the ground truth (i.e., all the duplicate logging code smell instances) in these five systems from our manual study, the goal of this RQ is to evaluate the detection accuracy of DLFinder. Approach. We applied DLFinder on the same versions of the systems that we used in our manual study (Section 3). We calculated the precision and recall of DLFinder in detecting problematic instances for IC, IE, and LM, as well as the technical debt instances for DP. Precision is the percentage of correctly detected instances among all the detected instances, and recall is the percentage of problematic or technical debt instances that DLFinder is able to detect.

Results and discussion. The first five rows of Table 3 show the results of RQ1. For the patterns of IC, IE, and DP, DLFinder detects all the problematic and technical debt instances of duplicate logging code smells (100% in recall) with a precision of 100%. For the LM pattern, DLFinder achieves a recall of 85.4% (i.e., DLFinder detects 35/41 problematic LM instances). We manually investigate the six instances of LM that DLFinder cannot detect. We find that the problem is related to the various habits and coding conventions that developers use when writing log messages. For example, developers may write “mlockall” instead of “mLockAll” (i.e., the camelcase naming convention), which increases the challenge of log message analysis. Hence, the text in the log message cannot be matched with the method name when we split the word using camel cases. The precision of detecting problematic LM instances is modest because, in many false positive cases, the log messages and class-method names are at different levels of abstraction: The log message describes a local code block while the class-method name describes the functionality of the entire method. For example, `encodePublicKey()` and `encodePrivateKey()` both contain the duplicate logging statement “Unable to create KeyFactory”. The duplicate logging statement describes a local code block that is related to the usage of the `KeyFactory` class, which is different from the major functionalities of the two methods (i.e., as expressed by their class-method names). Nevertheless, DLFinder detects the LM instances with a high recall, and developers could quickly go through the results to identify the true positives (it took the first two authors less than 10 minutes on average to go through the LM result of each system to identify true positives).

To further evaluate our detection approach for LM, we compare our detection results with a baseline. We use random prediction algorithm as our baseline, which is commonly used as the baseline in prior studies [49–51]. The random prediction algorithm predicts the label of an item (i.e., whether a set of duplicate logging statements belong to LM) based on the distribution of the training data. For each system, we use our manually labeled results (which are discussed and verified in the previous sections) as the training data. Note that we only compare the detection results of LM with the baseline. The reason is that pattern IC, IE, and DP are relatively independent and well-defined, unlike LM which depends on the semantics of the logging statement and its surrounding code. We repeat the random prediction 30 times (as suggested by previous studies [52, 53]) for each system to reduce the biases. Finally, we report...
the average precision and recall that are computed based on the 30 times of iterations. Figure 5 shows how the precision and recall of our approach compared to that of the baseline. The average precision and recall for the baseline are 3.1% and 3.0%, respectively, for the five studied systems. Our detection approach achieves a precision and recall of 12.1% and 85.4%, respectively. In short, our approach is better than the baseline and is able to have a very high recall in the five manually studied systems.

RQ2: How well can DLFinder detect duplicate logging code smells in the additional systems?

Motivation. The goal of this RQ is to study whether the uncovered patterns of duplicate logging code smells are generalizable to other systems.

Approach. We applied DLFinder to three additional systems that are not included in the manual study in Section 4. Camel, Kafka, and Wicket, which are all large-scale open source Java systems. Details of the systems are presented in Table 4. Similar to our manual study, the first two authors of this paper manually collect the problematic and technical debt duplicate logging code smells in the additional systems, i.e., the ground-truth used for calculating the precision and recall of DLFinder. Note that the collected ground-truth of the additional systems is only used in this evaluation, but not in designing the patterns in DLFinder (There are also no new patterns found in this process).

Results and discussion. The second half of Table 4 shows the results of the additional systems. In total, we found 20 problematic duplicate logging code smell instances (DLFinder detects 16) in these systems and all of them are reported and fixed. Compared to the five systems in RQ1, DLFinder has similar precision and recall values in the additional systems. DLFinder detects DP instances with 100% in recall and precision; however, developers are reluctant to fix them due to limited support from logging frameworks. Similar to our observation in RQ1, we find that DLFinder cannot detect some LM instances due to the various habits and coding conventions when developers write log messages. We also compare our LM detection results with the baseline mentioned in RQ1 using the same approach. The average precision and recall for DLFinder are 12.3% and 77.8%, respectively, which are considerably better than the precision (2.2%) and recall (2.1%) of the baseline. In summary, apart from the manually studied systems in RQ1, DLFinder also achieves noticeably better precision and recall than the baseline and is able to have a reasonably high recall in the additional systems.

RQ3: Are new duplicate logging code smell instances introduced over time?

Motivation. In this RQ, we investigate if new instances of duplicate logging code smell are introduced during the evolution of systems. An automated detection tool may then help developers detect such problems overtime.

Approach. We applied DLFinder on the latest versions of the five studied systems, i.e., Hadoop, CloudStack, Elasticsearch, Cassandra and Flink, and compare the results with the ones on previous versions. The gaps of days between the manually studied versions and the new versions vary from 77 days to 301 days.

Results and discussion. Table 5 shows that new instances of duplicate logging code smell are introduced during software evolution. All the detected problematic instances (i.e., instances of IC, IE, and LM) are reported and fixed. As mentioned in Section 3 and 4, our goal of detecting DP is to show developers the logging technical debt in their systems. The number of commits for the studied time periods are: 282 commits for Cassandra, 1,097 commits for Cloud Stack, 1,036 commits for Elasticsearch, 485 commits for Hadoop, and 3,036 commits for Flink. These 9 instances that we detected and fixed were introduced during the studied period. For the systems that we did not find new instances of IC, IE, and LM, the number of commits is either small (e.g., 282 commits for Cassandra) or have fewer log lines (e.g., Elasticsearch has only 1.7K log lines). However, we still find new instances of DP in Cassandra and Flink. In short, we found that duplicate logging code smells are still introduced over time, and an automated approach such as DLFinder can help developers avoid duplicate logging code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>3.11.1, 3.11.3</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudStack</td>
<td>4.9.3, 4.11.1</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>6.0.0, 6.1.3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flink</td>
<td>1.7.1, 1.9.1</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>3.0.0, 3.0.3</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The duplicate logging code smells exist in both manually studied and additional systems. In total, DLFinder is able to detect 81 out of 91 problematic duplicate logging code smell instances (combining the results of RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 for pattern IC, IE, and LM). We also find that new instances of logging code smells are introduced as systems evolve.

6 RQ4: What are the Relationships between Problematic Duplicate Logging Code Smells and Code Clones?

Motivation. Code clone or duplicate code is considered a bad programming practice and an indication of deeper maintenance problems \cite{54}. Prior studies often focus on studying clones in source code and understanding their potential impact. However, there may also be other negative side effects that are related to code clones. For example, logging statements can also be copied along with other code since cloning is often performed hastily without much attention on the context \cite{30}. In the previous RQs, we focus on studying problematic and technical debt instances of duplicate logging code smells (i.e., IC, IE, LM, and DP). In this section, we further investigate the potential causes of these instances by examining their relationship with code clones (we refer both the problematic and technical debt instances as problematic instances in this section for simplification). Our findings may provide researchers and practitioners with insights of other possible effects of code clones, other ways to further improve logging practices, and inspire future code clone studies.

Our approach of mapping code clones to problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells. Due to the large number of duplicate logging statements in the studied systems (Appendix A also studies the relationship between general duplicate logging statements and code clone), we first leverage automated clone detection tools to study whether these instances (i.e., DP and fixed instances of IC, IE, and LM) reside in cloned code. In particular, we use NiCad \cite{31} as our clone detection tool. NiCad uses hybrid language-sensitive text comparison to detect clones. We choose NiCad because, as found in prior studies \cite{51}, it has high precision (95%) and recall (96%) when detecting near-miss clones (i.e., code clones that are very similar but not exactly the same) and is actively maintained (latest release was in July 2020). Note that, we find NiCad’s precision to be 96.8% in our manual verification, which is consistent with the results from prior studies (more details in Appendix A). Note that, we find NiCad’s precision to be 96.8% in our manual verification, which is consistent with the results from prior studies (more details in Appendix A).

In NiCad, the source code units of comparison are determined by partitioning the source code into different granularities. The structural granularity of the source code units could be set as the method-level or block-level (e.g., the blocks of catch, if, for, or method, etc). In our study, we set the level of granularity to block-level and use the default configuration (i.e., similarity threshold is 70% and the minimum lines of a comparable code block is 10), which is suggested by prior studies indicating this configuration could achieve remarkably better results in terms of precision and recall \cite{51, 56, 57}. Block-level provides finer-grained information, since logging statements are usually contained in code blocks for debugging or error diagnostic purposes \cite{5}. Note that if the block is nested, the inner block is listed twice: once inside its parent block and once on its own. Hence, all blocks with lines of code above the default threshold will be compared for detecting clones. We run NiCad on the eight studied open source systems that are mentioned in Section 3. We then analyze the clone detection results and match the location of the clones with that of problematic instances. If two or more cloned code snippets contain the same set of instances, we consider the instances are related to the clone.

To reduce the effect of false negatives, we also manually study the code of all the remaining instances that are not identified as clones by NiCad. We manually classify the clones into the three following categories:

- **Clones**: The code around the logging statements is more than 10 lines of code (same as the threshold of the clone detection tool). The code is exactly the same, or only with differences in identifier names (i.e., Type 1 and Type 2 clones \cite{58}) but not detected by the clone detection tool.
- **Micro-clones**: The code around the logging statements is very similar but is less than the minimum size of regular code clones \cite{59}. Prior studies show that micro-clones are also important for consistent updates and they are more difficult to detect due to their small size \cite{59, 60, 61}. However, the effect of micro-clones on code maintenance and quality is similar to regular code clones \cite{62, 63}. Micro-clones should not be ignored when making decisions of clone management.
- **Non-clones**: We classify other situations as non-clones.

Result of code clone analysis on problematic instances. We find that 240 out of 289 (83%) of the problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells reside in cloned code snippets. Table 6 presents the results of our code clone analysis. Clone (A) refers to the number of problematic instances that are detected by NiCad as in code clones. Clone (M) refers to the number of problematic instances that are manually found as in code clones. Micro. refers to the number of problematic instances that are manually found as in Micro clones (i.e., less than 10 lines of code). In general, our findings show that

![Figure 3. The precision (a) and recall (b) of DLFinder detecting LM on the systems of RQ1 and RQ2 respectively, compared with the baseline (random prediction).](image-url)
these problematic instances are potentially caused by code clones. In other words, in addition to the finding from prior code clone studies, which indicates that code clones may introduce subtle program errors [64, 65], we find that code clones may also result in bad logging practices that could increase maintenance difficulties. Future studies should further investigate the negative effect of code clones on the quality of logging statements and provide a comprehensive logging guideline.

We find that 64.2% (88/137) of the problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells that are labeled as Non-clones by the automated code clone detection tool are actually from cloned code snippets. Among them, more than half (55.7%, 49/88) reside in micro clones, which often do not get enough attention in the process of code clone management. As mentioned in the approach section of this RQ, to overcome potential false negatives, we manually study all the 137 problematic instances that are labeled as Non-clones by NiCad. We classify each instance that we study into three categories:

**Category 1:** Code clones reside in part of a large code block. Since the structural granularity level of the source code units is block-level (i.e., the minimal comparable source code unit of the tool is a block), the similarity of the code is computed by comparing blocks. However, developers may copy a small part of the code into a large code block. In such cases, the similarity would be low between two different large code blocks which only have a few lines of cloned code.

**Category 2:** Code clones reside in code with very similar semantics but have minor differences. The surrounding code of duplicate logging statements share highly similar semantics (i.e., implement a similar functionality), but have minor differences (e.g., additions, deletions, or partial modification on existing lines). Such scattered modifications might reduce the similarity between the code structures, and thus, result in miss detection [51], [57]. For example, there is a code block in FTPConsumer of Camel which does a series of operations based on the file transfer protocol (FTP). Due to the similarity between FTP and secured file transfer protocol (SFTP), Camel developers copied the code block and made modifications (e.g., change class and method names) to the all the places where SFTP is needed (e.g., SFTPConsumer). Therefore, clone detection tools may fail to detect this kind of cloned code blocks as due to minor yet scattered changes.

**Category 3:** Short methods/blocks. The logging statements reside in very short methods or code blocks with only a few lines of code. For example, there is a method in CloudStack named verifyServicesCombination() containing only six lines of code and duplicates locate in three different classes. The method verifies the connectivity of services, and generates a warning-level log if it fails the verification. Clone detection tool fails to detect this category of cases due to their small size compared to regular methods.

**IC & IE:** 30% (7/23) of the IC and IE instances in cloned code are related to micro-clones. Since both of IC and IE reside in catch blocks, which usually contain only a few lines of code, we discuss these two duplicate logging code smells together. As shown in Table 6, 7 (6 IC + 1 IE) out of 23 (17 IC + 6 IE) instances are labeled as Micro-clones, and 11 instances are identified as clones by the clone detection tool. The remaining five instances are labeled as Non-clones, since they are single logging statement thrown with multiple types of exceptions (e.g., catch (Exception1 | Exception2)). We find that all of the seven Micro-clones instances belong to Category 1 (i.e., short code snippets within a large code block). The reason might be that these logging statements all reside in catch blocks, which are usually very short. Thus, although the code in these short code blocks are identical or highly similar, they are not long enough to be considered as comparable code blocks by the clone detection tool.

**LM:** 25/54 (46%) of the LM instances in cloned code cannot be detected by automated clone detection tools. 92% (54/59) of LM are related code clones. As shown in Table 6, 36 out of 59 instances are labeled as Clones (29 instances by tool + 7 instances by manual study), 18 out of 59 instances are labeled as Micro-clones, and the remaining 5 instances are labeled as Non-clones. For the seven instances that are identified as Clones by manual study, they all belong to Category 2 (i.e., they share highly similar semantics, but have minor differences). The reason might be that developers copy and paste a piece of code along with the logging statement to another location, and apply some modifications to the code. However, developers forgot to change the log message. Similarly, for the five instances that are labeled as Non-clones, we find that even though the code is syntactically different, the log messages do not reflect the associated method. For the 18 Micro-clones instances, 11 out of 18 instances belong to Category 3 (short methods), and the remaining 7 are Category 2 (short code snippets within a larger code block). As confirmed by the developers (in Section 3), these LM instances are related to logging statements being copied from other places in the code without the needed modification (e.g., updating the method name in the log).

Our manual analysis on LM instances provides insights on possible maintenance problems that are related to the modification and evolution of cloned code. Moreover, 92% of the LM instances are related to code clones. Future studies may further investigate the inconsistencies in the source

---

**TABLE 6**
The result of code clone analysis on problematic instances and code clones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clone (A)</th>
<th>Clone (M)</th>
<th>Micro. Clone/Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/1</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudStack</td>
<td>5 0 3 8/9</td>
<td>4 0 0 0 0/4</td>
<td>20 1 5 26/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flink</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>1 0 1 2/2</td>
<td>2 0 2 4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafka</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>6 2 6 14/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wicket</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0/0</td>
<td>1 0 1 2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6 0 6 12/17</td>
<td>5 0 1 6/6</td>
<td>29 7 18 54/59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Category 3:** Clones (A): number of problematic duplicate logging code smell instances that are detected as clones by NiCad. Clone (M): number of problematic duplicate logging code smell instances that are identified as clones by manual study. Micro.: number of problematic duplicate logging code smell instances that are identified as Micro-clones by manual study.
code and other software artifacts (e.g., logs or comments) that are caused by code clone evolution.

**DP:** 81% (168/207) of the DP instances are either Clones or Micro-clones, which shows that developers may often copy code along with the logging statements across sibling classes. In total, 144 out of 207 DP instances are labeled as Clones (112 by tool + 32 by manual study), 24 are labeled as Micro-clones, and the remaining 39 instances are Non-clones. For the 32 instances that are labeled as Clones by manual study, 16 instances are Category 1 (part of a large code block), the remaining 16 instances are Category 2 (very similar semantics with minor differences). For the 24 Micro-clones instances, 11 instances belong to Category 3 (short methods), and the remaining 13 are categorized as Category 1 (short code snippets within a larger code block). Combined with the results from the clone detection tool, 81% (112 detected by the tool + 32 Clones + 24 Micro-clones identified by manual study, out of 207 total instances) of the DP instances are related to code clones. One possible reason that many DP instances are related to code clone is that DP is related to inheritance. Classes that inherit from the same parent class may share certain implementation details. Nevertheless, due to the similarity of the code, developers should consider updating the log messages to distinguish the executed methods during production to assist debugging runtime errors.

For all of the remaining problematic instances (49/289) that are not classified as clones by the automated tool and manual analysis, they mostly reside in very short code blocks (e.g., only 1~3 lines of code). Even though these code blocks may be similar or even identical, we cannot tell whether they are clones or not. It is possible that developers implemented such similar code by coincidence, or the code was copied from other places and are then modified (but forgot to modify the log-related code).

**Implication and highlights of our code clone analysis.** Our finding shows that most of problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells are indeed related to code clones, and many of which cannot be easily detected by state-of-the-art clone detection tools. Our finding shows additional maintenance challenges that may be introduced by code clones – maintaining logging statements and understanding the runtime behaviour of system execution. Hence, future code clone detection studies should consider other possible side effects of code clones in addition to code maintenance and refactoring overheads. Future studies may also consider integrating different information in the software artifacts (e.g., duplicate logging statements or comments) to further improve clone detection results.

83% of the problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells (240 out of 289 instances, combining the results of tool detection and manual study) are related to code clones. Our finding further shows the potential negative effect of code clones on system maintenance. Moreover, 17% of the instances reside in short code blocks, which might be difficult to detect by using existing code clone detection tools.

Discussion: the potential of using code clone detection tool to assist in finding problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells. In the previous section, we found that most of the problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells (83%) are related to code clones. Therefore, we use the results of our code clone analysis to compare with and/or assist our detection approach of LM. We focus on studying LM for two reasons. First, we found that 92% (54/59) of the LM instances are related to code clones. Second, unlike other patterns that have a detection accuracy of 100%, our current detection approach for LM analyzes textual similarity of the logging statement and its surrounding code, which has a lower precision and recall. Using clone detection results may further help improve our detection accuracy.

We first use the clone detection result as a baseline and compare the result with the detection approach implemented in DLFinder. If two duplicate logging statements reside in cloned code, we consider them as a possible instance of LM. Overall, the average precision and recall of using clone detection result are 3.7% and 53.7%, respectively, in the studied systems in RQ1. The average precision and recall in the additional systems are 1.5% and 38.9%, respectively, in the studied systems in RQ2. Compared to using clone detection result as a baseline, our approach has a better precision and recall (around 12% in precision and 80% in recall). However, among the 10 LM instances that cannot be detected using our approach, four of them are detected by this baseline approach. After manual investigation, we found that, in these four instances, the log message describes a local code block while the class-method name describes the functionality of the entire method. Hence, in such cases, using clone detection results may be more effective in detecting LM.

Inspired by the analysis result, we then study if clone detection result can assist DLFinder in finding LM. We use the automated clone detection results from NiCad to filter the LM instances that are detected by DLFinder. Namely, DLFinder only reports that a set of duplicate logging statements is a potential LM instance if they reside in cloned code. We find that, after using clone detection results to filter out potential false positives, the average precision and recall for the eight studied systems are 17.7% and 42.4%, respectively. Compared to DLFinder’s detection result (Table 4), the precision increases by around 5% but the recall decreases by around 40%. The reason may be that many problematic LM instances reside in code clones that are difficult to detect by clone detection tool (e.g., micro clones). As shown in Table 6 NiCad only detects 29/54 of the LM instances that reside in cloned code. As we discussed in Section 6, we believe that recall is more important when detecting LM, since we found the manual effort of evaluating LM instances to be small (i.e. within a few minutes). However, our findings also shed some light on balancing the precision and recall of detecting duplicate logging code smells. Future studies may consider further improving code clone detection techniques to detect code smells that are related to logging statements.

7 RQ5: What are the Relationships Between Duplicate Logging Statements and Code Clones?

**Motivation.** In Section 6 we investigate the relationship between code clones and problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells. As discussed in Section 6, duplicate logging
code smells are duplicate logging statements with specific patterns that may be indications of logging problems. In this section, we further investigate the relationship between duplicate logging statements and code clones. We also study the potential impact of duplicate logging statements on detecting code clones.

**Approach.** Similar to Section 6, we use both an automated and a manual approach to study the relationship between code clones and duplicate logging statements. We first leverage NiCad to automatically detect clones. Although we found that NiCad has a great precision (i.e., 96.8%, as shown in Appendix A), there may still exist false negatives (i.e., the duplicate logging statements are code clones, but are missed by the tool). Therefore, we manually investigate a statistical sample of duplicate logging statements, which reside in code snippets that are classified by NiCad as Non-clones to study the false negative rate.

**Results of automated code clone analysis on duplicate logging statements.** We find that a considerable number of duplicate logging statements (43.7% on average) reside in cloned code snippets. Table 7 presents the results of our code clone analysis. DupSet refers to the total sets of duplicate logging statements (a set contains two or more logging statements with the same text message). CloneSet refers to the subset of duplicate logging statement sets (DupSet) that are from cloned code snippets. The percentage number is the proportion of CloneSet out of DupSet. Finally, Avg. Sim. refers to the average code clone similarity score among the cloned code snippets. As shown in Table 7, 11.5% to 51.1% sets of duplicate logging statements are from the cloned code snippets in the studied systems. Overall, 1,042 out of 2,382 (43.7%) sets of duplicate logging statements are related to code clones (with an average 80% similarity score).

Our finding shows that a considerable number of duplicate logging statements are related to code clones, and developers may not change the log messages when they copy a piece of code to another location. However, due to the importance of logging for understanding system runtime behaviour [1, 3, 6], developers should avoid directly copying logging statements. Developers should consider modifying the log messages (e.g., to include the class name, modify the message to reflect code changes, or record new important dynamic variables) to assist debugging and workload understanding.

**Results of manual code clone analysis on duplicate logging statements.** We find that more than 50% of the sampled duplicate logging statements that are difficult to detect using automated code clone detection tools. In particular, 24.5% of the manually studied duplicate logging statements are related to code clones, and 26.2% are related to micro-clones. In total, we randomly sample 298 sets of duplicate logging statements to achieve a confidence of 95% and a confidence interval of 5%. For each set of the sampled duplicate logging statements, we manually classify them into three types: Clone (i.e., but not detected by code clone detection tools), Micro-clone (i.e., code blocks with less than 10 lines of code), and Non-clone.

Table 8 presents the results of our manual study. Overall, 73 out of the 298 (24.5%) manually-studied sets of duplicate logging statements are labeled as Clones. 78 out of 298 (26.2%) sets are labeled as Micro-clones. The remaining 147 out of 298 (49.3%) sets are labeled as Non-clones. For 42 out of the 73 cases of Clones, and 32 out of 78 cases of Micro-clones, we find that developers often only copy and paste part of the code into another large code block (Category 1 discussed in Section 5). Hence, only small parts of large code blocks are similar, which reduces the similarity score. For 53 out of the 73 cases that are manually identified as Clones, they reside in code with very similar semantics but have minor differences (Category 2). Note that some cases belong to multiple categories. For 46 out of 78 cases they are classified as Micro-clones, which reside in very short methods with only a few lines of code (Category 3).

In summary, we find that more than half of the duplicate logging statements reside in cloned code snippets. Our manual study also highlights that many duplicate logging statements reside in cloned code that may be difficult to detect by clone detection tools.

**Discussion: The Potential Impact of Duplicate Logging Statements on Detecting Code Clones.** In this RQ, we find that a noticeable number of duplicate logging statements reside in cloned code snippets. We further investigate the impact of duplicate logging statements on the detection of code clones, namely, whether considering duplicate logging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clones</th>
<th>Micro-clones</th>
<th>Non-clones</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudStack</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flink</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camel</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafka</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wicket</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 73, 78, 147, 298

**TABLE 7**

Automated code clone analysis results on duplicate logging statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clones</th>
<th>Micro-clones</th>
<th>Non-clones</th>
<th>Avg. Sim.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudStack</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>51.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flink</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>45.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camel</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafka</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wicket</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall: 2,382, 1,042 (43.7%), 80.0

**TABLE 8**

Manual study results on the recall of clone detection tool on duplicate logging statements. Both the Clones and Micro-clones are labeled manually and they are not detected by the clone detection tool.

**TABLE 9**

The results of investigating the impact of duplicate logging statements on detecting code clones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clones</th>
<th>CloneSet-NDL</th>
<th>CloneSet-Reduced</th>
<th>Per. Reduced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudStack</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flink</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camel</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafka</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wicket</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 1042, 744, 296, 28.6%
CloneSet-Reduced are not detected as cloned code snippets after removing Elasticsearch. The reduction ranges from 25.0% in Wicket to around a 47.1% in statements. Specifically for each studied system, the reduction is through the removal of duplicate logging statements. On average, 28.6% of the percentage of CloneSet-Reduced moving the related duplicate logging statements. NDL shows the percentage of CloneSet-Reduced given CloneSet-DL. Per. Reduced shows the percentage of CloneSet-Reduced given CloneSet-DL. On average, 28.6% CloneSet are not detected by NiCad as cloned code snippets after removing duplicate logging statements. Specifically for each studied system, the reduction ranges from 25.0% in Wicket to around a 47.1% in Elasticsearch.

We then manually investigate the code snippets that are not detected as cloned code snippets after removing duplicate logging statements (i.e., CloneSet-Reduced). We find two potential reasons that the clone detection tool could not detect them as cloned code snippets. 1) Reduced total lines of similar code after removing duplicate logging statements: The logging statements usually span across one to three, and sometimes even more, lines of code. However, these lines of code in the duplicate logging statements are the main part of the clones. After removing the duplicate logging statements, the total number of similar lines of code snippets is too small for a clone detection tool to consider as clones. 2) Reduced similarity after removing duplicate logging statements: Duplicate logging statements have exactly the same log message and are represented as Method Invocation nodes in the Abstract Syntax Tree. Removing duplicate logging statements will decrease the similarity of code snippets, both syntactically and semantically. Hence, the similarity might become smaller than the threshold of the clone detection tool and the code snippets are not detected as clones.

In summary, we find that a large portion of the cloned code snippets with duplicate logging statements (from 25.0% to 47.1%) are not detected as cloned code snippets after removing the duplicate logging statements. The results show that duplicate logging statements have a non-negligible impact on the detection of code clones. Future code clone studies may consider the effect of logging code in order to further improve the code clone detection techniques.

More than half of the duplicate logging statements reside in cloned code snippets, and a large portion of them reside in short code blocks which are difficult to detect using existing code clone detection tools. We also find that duplicate logging statements have a non-negligible impact on helping the detection of code clones. Future works may leverage duplicate logging statements to further improve code clone detection tools.

8 Threats to Validity

Construct validity. In this paper, we study duplicate logging statements from a static point of view. There may be other types of unclear log messages that are dynamically generated during system runtime. Using such dynamic information can also be helpful in identifying unclear log messages. However, the generated log messages are highly dependent on the executed workloads (i.e., hard to achieve a high recall). DLFinder statically identifies and improves duplicate logging statements, is useful as it does not require any run-time information. Future studies may consider studying runtime-generated logs and further improve logging practices. We detect duplicate logging code smells by analyzing the surrounding code of logging statements as their context. Apart from that, the sequence of generated logs may also provide context information (e.g., the relationship among preceding logs and subsequent logs). However, most of the duplicate logging code smells discussed in this paper, they are not directly related to the log sequences (e.g., the patterns of IC and IE are related to the logging statements and their surrounding catch blocks). Even though analyzing the generated log sequences may provide more information, the duplicate logging code smells can still cause challenges and increase maintenance costs, as acknowledged by the developers in the studied systems. Future study may consider the execution path of logging statements as the context information to further improve logging practice.

Internal validity. We conducted manual studies to uncover the patterns of duplicate logging code smells, study their potential impact and examine duplicate logging statements that are not classified by the automated clone detection tool as clones. Involving external logging experts may uncover more patterns of logging statements or have different manual study results. To mitigate the biases, two of the authors examine the data independently. For most of the cases the two authors reach an agreement. Any disagreement is discussed until a consensus is reached. In order to reduce the subjective bias from the authors, we have contacted the developers to confirm the uncovered patterns and their impact. When detecting LM instances, using different approaches to split the text into words may have different results. We follow common text pre-processing techniques to split the text by space and camel case. We define duplicate logging statements as two or more logging statements that have the same static text message. We were able to uncover five patterns of duplicate logging code smells and detect many duplicate logging code smell instances. However, logging statements with non-identical but similar static texts may also cause problems to developers (e.g., when analyzing dynamically generated logs). Future studies should consider different types of duplicate logging statements (e.g., logs with similar text messages). We remove the top 50 most frequent words when detecting LM, because there is a considerable number of generic words across different log messages. However, this might also introduce false negatives. Future studies may consider applying more advanced techniques to better detect the instances of LM. There is a considerable number of code clone detection tools proposed by prior studies. We use NiCad to detect code clone, as it has high precision.
our manual verification, which is consistent with the results from prior studies [55], [57].

**External validity.** We conducted our study on five large-scale open source systems in different domains. We found that our uncovered patterns and the corresponding problematic and justifiable cases are common among the studied systems. However, our finding may not be generalizable to other systems. Hence, we studied whether the uncovered patterns exist in three other systems. We found that the patterns of duplicate logging code smells also exist in these systems and we did not find any new duplicate logging code smell patterns in our manual verification. Our studied systems are all implemented in Java, so the results may not be generalizable to systems in other programming languages. Future studies should validate the generalizability of our findings in systems in other programming languages.

9 Related Work

**Empirical studies on logging practices.** There are several studies on characterizing the logging practices in software systems [3], [53], [72]. Yuan et al. [53] conducted a quantitative characteristics study on log messages for large-scale open source C/C++ systems. Chen et al. [72] replicated the study by Yuan et al. [53] on Java open-source projects. Both of their studies found that log message is crucial for system understanding and maintenance. Fu et al. [3] studied where developers in Microsoft add logging statements in the code and summarized several typical logging strategies. They found that developers often add logs to check the returned value of a method. Different from prior studies, in this paper, we focus on manually understanding duplicate logging code smells. We also discuss potential approaches to detect and fix these code smells based on different contexts (i.e., surrounding code).

**Improving logging practices.** Zhao et al. [23] proposed a tool that determines how to optimally place logging statements given a performance overhead threshold. Zhu et al. [20] provided a tool for suggesting log placement using machine learning techniques. Yuan et al. [1] proposed an approach that can automatically insert additional variables into logging statements to enhance the error diagnostic information. Chen et al. [25] concluded five categories of logging anti-patterns from code changes, and implemented a tool to detect the anti-patterns. Hassani et al. [27] identified seven root-causes of the log-related issues from log-related bug reports. Compared to prior studies, we study logging code smells that may be caused by duplicate logs, with a goal to help developers improve logging code. The logging problems that we uncovered in this study are not discovered by prior work. We conducted an extensive manual study through obtaining a deep understanding on not only the logging statements but also the surrounding code, whereas prior studies usually only look at the problems that are related to the logging statement itself.

**Code smells and code clones.** Code smells can be indications of bad design and implementation choices, which may affect software systems’ maintainability [73]–[76], understandability [77], [78], and performance [79]. To mitigate the impact of code smells, studies have been proposed to detect code smells [80]–[84]. Duplicate code (or code clones) is a kind of code smells which may be caused by developers copying and pasting a piece of code from one place to another [30], [65]. Such code clones may indicate quality problems. There are many studies that focus on studying the impact of code clones [85]–[87], and detect them [31], [67], [68]. In this paper, we study duplicate logging code smells, which are not studied in prior duplicate code studies. We also investigate the relationship between duplicate logging statements and code clones. Some instances of the problematic duplicate logging code smells in our study might also be related to micro-clones (i.e., cloned code snippets that are smaller than the minimum size of the regular clones [59]). A small number of prior studies investigate the characteristics and impact of micro-clones in evolving software systems [59]–[63]. Specifically, micro-clones may have similar tendencies of replicating severe bugs as regular clones [62], [63]. However, the potential impact of micro-clones on logging code are not studied in these works. Our study provides insights for future studies on the relationship between micro-clones and logging code. The investigation on duplicate logging code smells and duplicate logging statements may also help identify micro-clones and further alleviate the impact of micro-clones on software maintenance and evolution.

10 Conclusion

Duplicate logging statements may affect developers’ understanding of the system execution. In this paper, we study over 4K duplicate logging statements in five large-scale open source systems (Hadoop, CloudStack, Elasticsearch, Cassandra and Flink). We uncover five patterns of duplicate logging code smells. Further, we assess the impact of each uncovered code smell and find not all are problematic and need fixes. In particular, we find six justifiable cases where the uncovered patterns of duplicate logging code smells may not be problematic. We received confirmation from developers on both the problematic and justifiable cases. Combining our manual analysis and developers’ feedback, we developed a static analysis tool, DLFinder, which automatically detects problematic duplicate logging code smells. We applied DLFinder on the five manually studied systems and three additional systems. In total, we reported 91 problematic duplicate logging code smell instances in the eight studied systems to developers and all of them are fixed. DLFinder successfully detects 81 out of the 91 instances. We further investigate the relationship between duplicate logging statements and code clones, in order to provide a more comprehensive understanding of duplicate logging statements and duplicate logging code smells. We find that most of the problematic instances of duplicate logging code smells and almost half of the duplicate logging statements reside in cloned code snippets. Among them, a large portion reside in very short code blocks which might be difficult to detect using existing code clone detection tools.
Our study highlights the importance of the context of
the logging code, i.e., the nature of logging code is highly
associated with both the structure and the functionality
of the surrounding code. Future studies should consider
the code context when providing guidance to logging practices,
more advanced logging libraries are needed to help developers
improve logging practice and to avoid logging code
smells. Our findings also provide an initial evidence on
the prevalence of duplicate logging statements that reside
in cloned code snippets, and the potential impact of code
clones on logging practices. Future studies may also con-
sider integrating different information in the software arti-
facts (e.g., duplicate logging statements) to further improve
close detection results.
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APPENDIX A

PRECISION OF NiCad ON DETECTING DUPLICATE LOGGING STATEMENTS THAT RESIDE IN CLONED CODE

We rely on NiCad for automated clone detection. To examine the false positives of NiCad, we then manually verify a randomly sampled set of duplicate logging statements (281 sets in total, with 95% confidence level and 5% confidence interval) that are classified as clones by NiCad. For each set of the sampled duplicate logging statements, we manually go through the logging statements and their surrounding code to verify whether they are clones or not. Overall, we find that 272 out of the 281 sampled sets (96.8%) are clones, which is similar to the performance of NiCad that is reported in prior studies. For the 9 false positives, 3 of them are duplicate logging statements located in different branches of a nested method (i.e., developers define a method within a method). In such cases, NiCad would analyze the code block twice. For example, in ElasticSearch [2], two duplicate logging statements with the same static text message “Failed to execute NodeStatsAction for ClusterInfoUpdateJob” are located in different branches of the same nested method onFailure(Exception e). However, since the method onFailure(Exception e) is defined in the method refresh(), NiCad would analyze the same code block twice and detect them as clones. For the remaining 6 out of 9 false positives, we could not identify the reasons that they are classified as clones, since the code snippets look neither structurally nor semantically similar.

[2] https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch/blob/70b8d7bc0f165735502de9d8cf1ab4fa21e12db/server/src/main/java/org/elasticsearch/cluster/InternalClusterInfoService.java